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Abstrat
The COSY-11 ollaboration measured the pp → ppη and pp → ppη′ reations in
order to perform omparative studies of the interations within the proton-proton-meson
system.
This thesis presents in detail the analysis of the pp → ppη′ reation whih was measured
at the proton beam momentum of 3.260 GeV/.
The elaboration results in dierential distributions of squared invariant proton-proton (spp)
and proton-η′ (spη′) masses, as well as in angular distributions and the total ross setion
at an exess energy of 16.4 MeV.
The dierential distributions spp and spη′ are ompared to theoretial preditions and to
the analogous spetra determined for the pp→ ppη reation.
The omparison of the results for the η and η′ meson prodution rather exludes the hy-
pothesis that the enhanement observed in the invariant mass distributions is due to the
meson-proton interation.
Further, the shapes of the distributions do not favour any of the postulated theoretial
models.
Streszzenie
W ramah grupy badawzej COSY-11 wykonano pomiary reakji pp → ppη oraz
pp → ppη′ w elu przeprowadzenia studiów porównawzyh oddziaªywania w ukªadzie
proton-proton-mezon.
W rozprawie doktorskiej zaprezentowano analiz danyh z pomiaru reakji pp → ppη′
wykonanego z wykorzystaniem wi¡zki protonowej o pdzie 3.260 GeV/.
Wynikiem analizy przedstawionej w niniejszej pray s¡ ró»nizkowe przekroje zynne w
funkji mas niezmiennizyh proton-proton (spp) i proton-η
′
(spη′), rozkªady k¡towe oraz
aªkowity przekrój zynny dla energii wzbudzenia Q = 16.4 MeV.
Rozkªady ró»nizkowe spp oraz spη′ zostaªy porównane z przewidywaniami teoretyznymi
oraz analogiznymi widmami otrzymanymi dla reakji pp→ ppη.
Porównanie rezultatów otrzymanyh dla produkji mezonów η i η′ pozwala na wykluzenie
hipotezy, »e wzmonienie obserwowane w widmah mas niezmiennizyh jest powodowane
oddziaªywaniem mezonu z protonem.
Co wiej, na podstawie ksztaªtu otrzymanyh dystrybuji nie da si rozstrzygn¡¢ pomidzy
poprawno±i¡ zaªo»e« w postulowanyh modelah teoretyznyh.
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1. Introdution
The knowledge of the meson-nuleon interation at the hadroni level is one of the ma-
jor goals in nulear physis, nowadays. Also, studies of meson struture and prodution
mehanisms onstitute a huge interest of nulear and partile physiists. During the last
deades many measurements produed interesting results [1℄, but various questions are still
open.
In the SU(3)-avour sheme the η and η′ mesons belong to the nonet meson family of
pseudosalar mesons. The η and η′ mesons onstitute a mixture of states: singlet-η1 and
otet-η8.
It is important to stress that the strength of the pη and pη′ interation depends on the
struture of the η and η′ mesons and is diretly related to the singlet-η1 and otet-η8 on-
tributions in the wave funtions of these mesons [24℄.
Taking into aount the mixing angle the resulting ontribution of the various quark
avours in the η and η′ wave funtion is almost the same. However, in spite of the postu-
lated similar quark struture the η and η′ mesons owe unexpetedly dierent features.
The most drasti ones are:
 η and η′ mesons possess dierent masses, the η(547) meson is almost two times lighter
than the η′(958) meson [5℄.
 The branhing ratios of B and Ds mesons for the deays into the η
′
meson are higher
than for the deays into the η meson, and deviate strongly from model preditions
[6, 7℄.
 There is no experimental evidene for baryoni resonane whih deays by the emis-
sion of an η′ meson [5, 8℄ while e.g. the resonanes N(1535) and N(1650) deay via
the emission of the η meson with a signiant probability [5℄.
These dierent features ould imply a possible dierene in the interation of η and η′
mesons with elementary partiles, and indiate that also the prodution mehanism of
both mesons in elementary partile ollisions might vary.
Due to the short life-time of the avour neutral pseudosalar mesons, experiments with
meson beams or targets are diult or hardly feasible. Therefore, the nuleon-meson in-
teration an be studied only via its inuene on the ross setions of the reations during
whih they are produed (e.g. NN → NN Meson) [1℄.
Quantitative information about the interation an be gained from the shape of the exi-
tation funtions for the pp → ppη and pp → ppη′ reations as well as from a omparison
of those to the ppπ0 system.
11
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Up to now, only the proton interation with pions and the η-meson [1℄ was studied
more exhaustively due to muh more higher total ross setions in omparison to the ross
setion for the pp→ ppη′ reation.
Besides the exitation funtion also dierential distributions of invariant proton-proton
and proton-meson masses onstitute a sensitive tool for studies of the interation within
the meson-nuleon system. The distribution of the proton-η invariant mass showed a
lear enhanement in the region of small proton-η relative momenta [9℄. The observed
eet ould be explained by the non negligible role of the proton-η interation in the nal
state [10, 11℄, the admixture of higher partial waves during the η prodution [12℄, or the
energy dependene of the prodution amplitude [13℄. Using only the pp → ppη data, it is
however not possible to justify or falsify any of the above mentioned hypothesis.
The endeavour to explain the observed enhanement motivated the experiment and the
analysis of the pp → ppη′ reation whih is presented in this thesis. This experiment was
performed using the COSY-11 detetor setup [1416℄, installed at the ooler synhrotron
COSY [17℄ at the Researh Centre Jülih in Germany. It was onduted in an energy range
lose to the kinematial threshold for the η′ meson prodution, where the relative veloities
of the produed partiles are small.
The analysis and results of the pp → ppη′ reation measurement, onduted in order to
determine the distribution of events over the phase spae for an exess energy range equal
to the one measured before for the pp → ppη reation are presented in this thesis. The
measurement was performed at the nominal beam momentum of 3.257 GeV/ orrespond-
ing to the nominal exess energy for the ppη′ reation equal to 15.5 MeV. The analysis of
the ppη′ data was performed in a similar way as it has been done for the ppη system.
The omparison of the dierential distributions for the proton-proton and for the proton-
meson invariant masses in the η and η′ prodution ould help to judge about the validity
of postulated theories onerning the observed enhanement and allows for a quantitative
estimation of the relative strength of the proton-η and the proton-η′ interations, provided
that the eet is aused by the proton-meson interation.
In the following hapter the urrent status of the pp→ ppη and pp→ ppη′ total ross
setion measurements is presented. Furthermore, the possibility of proton-η and proton-η′
interation studies is disussed and the desription of the observables used in the analysis
desribed in this thesis is given. The results ahieved for the pp → ppη measurement as
well as the available theoretial desriptions of the results are presented.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the presentation of the experimental faility used to perform the
pp→ ppη′ measurement. In the next hapter, the methods used for the alibration of the
COSY-11 detetors and their relative geometrial settings are presented. The time-spae
relation of the drift hambers and the proedure for the time-of-ight alibration is de-
sribed. Also, the proedure used for the monitoring of the relative beam-target setting is
disussed.
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In hapter 5 the method of the pp→ ppη′ reation identiation will be depited and the
method of identifying measured and also unobserved partiles will be given.
Further on, the proedure of the luminosity (L) determination will be presented in hapter
6, and in the onseutive hapters it will be shown how the absolute value and the spread of
the beam momentum was extrated, and the method for the determination of the position
of the drift hambers relative to the COSY-11 dipole will be explained.
Chapter 9 omprises the evaluation proedure of the dierential distributions. First, the
kinematial t proedure and then the bakground subtration due to the multi-pion pro-
dution will be disussed.
The nal results onerning the total ross setion and dierential distributions are pre-
sented in hapter 10. The aeptane orretions are disussed and the ahieved experi-
mental results are ompared to theoretial preditions.
The onlusions are presented in hapter 11.
In the appendies at the end of the dissertation some issues disussed in the thesis are
explained in more detail. In the rst one the struture of the pseudosalar meson nonet,
meson masses and quark struture are presented. The seond one is devoted to the desrip-
tion of the parameterization of the on-shell proton-proton interation. General remarks
about the ombined analysis of the η′ meson formalism in photo- and hadro-prodution
are presented in the third addendum, and the linear energy dependene of the prodution
amplitude is disussed in the last one.
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2. Low energy interation within a proton-proton-meson
system
The interation of hadrons is the reetion of the strong fore between the quarks, and
provides information about the hadron struture and the strong interation itself [1℄. In
the framework of the optial model, the interation between hadrons an be expressed in
terms of phase-shifts, whih in the zero energy limit are desribed by the sattering length
and eetive range parameters [1℄. These variables are quite well established for the (low-
energy) nuleon-nuleon interation [18, 19℄, but they are poorly known for the nuleon-
meson or meson-meson interations. The estimated real part of the sattering length of
the η-proton potential, depending on the method of the analysis and studied region, is 3
to 10 times [1℄ larger than for the π0-proton sattering (appi0 = 0.13 fm) [20,21℄, while for
the η′ meson only an upper limit is known of 0.8 fm [22℄.
The interation of mesons (e.g. pseudosalar mesons
1
: π,K, η, η′) with nuleons ould be
dedued from the experiments realized by means of meson beams, but suh experiments are
not feasible in ase of the avour neutral mesons due to their short lifetime [1,5℄. However,
the study of their interation with hadrons is ertainly aessible via their inuene on
the ross setion of reations like NN → NN Meson in whih they are produed [1℄. In
suh a ase, the interation within the nal mesonnuleon system will modify the shape
of the exitation funtion and of the dierential distributions of invariant masses of the
nuleon-nuleon-meson systems.
2.1 Exitation funtions for pp→ ppη and pp→ ppη′ reations
Near the kinematial threshold measurements of nuleon-nuleon ollisions allow to study
the partile prodution with a dominant ontribution from one partial wave only. In this
energy range, the dependene of the total ross setion as a funtion of the entre-of-
mass exess energy is predominantly determined by the available phase spae and the
interation between the exit partiles. The exitation funtions for the pp → ppη′ [2328℄
and pp → ppη [2833℄ reations are presented in gure 2.1. Comparing the data to the
arbitrarily normalized phase-spae integral reveals that proton-proton FSI enhanes the
total ross setion by more than one order of magnitude for low energies. In ase of the
η′ meson prodution one reognizes that the data are desribed well assuming that the
on-shell proton-proton amplitude exlusively determines the phase-spae population.
1
The features of the pseudosalar meson nonet are desribed in appendix A.
15
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Figure 2.1: The pp→ ppη and pp→ ppη′ exitation funtions [2333℄. The dashed lines indiate
arbitrarily normalized funtions obtained under the assumption of the homogeneous phase spae
oupation. Solid lines orrespond to alulations of the phase spae weighted by the proton-proton
on-shell sattering amplitude [22℄.
This indiates that the proton-η′ interation is too small to manifest itself in the exitation
funtion within the presently ahieved statistial unertainty. However, for the η meson
prodution the enhanement is by about a fator of two larger than in ase of the η′ meson
and annot be desribed by the pp-FSI only.
2.2 Comparison of η, η
′
and pi
0
meson interation with protons
The strength of the interation dedued from the omparison of the data and the lines in
gure 2.1 depends on the model of the proton-proton interation used in the alulations
for the ppη and ppη′ systems [22℄. Therefore, in order to estimate a relative strength be-
tween the pη and pη′ interations in a model independent way one an ompare the shape
of the exitation funtion of the pp→ ppη and pp→ ppη′ reations. Moreover, one an gain
some quantitative information about these interations by a omparison of these shapes to
the ppπ0 system [1℄, sine the π0-proton sattering length is well known and amounts to
0.13 fm [20, 21℄.
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Figure 2.2: The ratios |Mη
0
|/|Mpi
0
| (left) and |Mη′
0
|/|Mpi
0
| (right) extrated from data alulat-
ing the pp-FSI aording to the formulas from referene [22℄, and negleting the proton-meson
interation [1℄. The ratio is shown as a funtion of the phase spae volume [22℄.
For that purpose, one an ompare only the dependene of the prodution amplitudes
|M0| derived from the data taking into aount the pp-FSI only.
The dependene of |Mη0 | and |Mη
′
0 | as a funtion of the phase spae volumes normalized
to |Mpi0 | are presented in gure 2.2. The |M0| for the η, η′ and π0 mesons were extrated
from data, disregarding any proton-meson interation. When the negleted η(η′)-proton
interation would have been the same as the one for proton-π0, the points in the plots
should have been onsitent with unity as an be seen for the pp → ppη′ reation, when
really the interation shows its weakness, independently of the presription used for the
proton-proton nal state interation [22℄. In the ase of the η′ meson prodution its weak
interation with nuleons at the low-energy range is expeted due to the lak of any bary-
oni resonanes whih ould deay into a Nη′ system [1, 8℄2.
Statistial unertainties allowed to get only a very onservative upper limit for the real
part of the sattering length of the proton-η′ potential resulting in:
|Re apη′ | < 0.8 fm [1, 26℄.
Thus, independent of the model used for the presription of the pp-FSI, from a omparison
of the energy dependene of the prodution amplitudes for the pp → ppη, pp → ppη′ and
pp→ ppπ0 reations, it was onluded that the interation within the proton-η′ system is
muh weaker than the interation between the proton and the η meson.
Another possibility of learning about interations within nuleon-nuleon-meson systems
2
Reent alulations of K. Nakayama, Y. Oh and H. Haberzettl predit also resonane state ontribu-
tions for the photo- and hadro-produtions [34℄.
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is given by the dierential distributions of the invariant masses. This is why the present
analysis of the ppη′ system has been performed in a similar way as it has been done earlier [9℄
for the ppη system. The determined pp and p-meson invariant mass distributions will be
used for a omparative study of the interation within the proton-meson system.
In the next setion the denitions of the studied observables whih will be used in the
further analysis are presented.
2.3 Denitions of observables
To desribe the studied three partile (ppη′) system one needs only ve independent vari-
ables in the entre-of-mass system. In this frame, due to energy and momentum onserva-
tion, momentum vetors of protons and η′ lie in one plane, alled reation plane. In that
plane (shown shematially in gure 2.3) the relative momenta of partiles are desribed
by only two variables. These quantities may be hosen as square of the proton-proton in-
variant mass spp and square of the proton-η
′
invariant mass spη′ . Invariant masses depend
on the relative veloity of the partiles and are therefore well suited for a desription of
the interations between these partiles. Besides the relative movement of partiles on the
reation plane three other variables have to be dened for xing the orientation of the
reation plane in the oordinate system.
Figure 2.3: Shemati denitions of the entre-of-mass kinematial variables used for the desrip-
tion of the ppη′ system. In the entre-of-mass frame the momentum vetors of the three outgoing
partiles are loated within the reation plane. In this plane the relative motion of the ejetiles is
xed by the square of the invariant masses spp and spη′ . Three remaining variables the φ
∗
η′ , θ
∗
η′
and ψ angles are used to dene the orientation of the emission plane in spae.
In this thesis, by analogy to the evaluation of the ppη system [9℄, the azimuthal and polar
angles of the η′ meson momentum vetor relative to the beam diretion, denoted as φ∗η′
and θ∗η′ are used, respetively, and the ψ angle desribing the rotation of the reation plane
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around the diretion of the momentum vetor of the η′ meson.
The interation between nal state partiles does not alter the orientation of the reation
plane [9℄. Therefore, it will manifest itself only in the distribution of the invariant masses
spp or spη′ , or generally in the population of the Dalitz plot (spp vs. spη′).
In the ase of non-interating partiles in the nal state these distributions should or-
respond to a homogeneously populated phase spae. Therefore, their interation should
show up as a deviation from these expetation.
2.4 pp and p−meson invariant mass distributions
Only two invariant masses of three subsystems are independent and therefore the whole
aessible information about the nal state interation an be shown in the Dalitz plot.
One an also use the projetion of the phase-spae distribution onto the invariant masses
of proton-proton or proton-meson subsystems [9℄.
The qualitative phenomenologial analysis of the determined dierential invariant proton-
proton and proton-η mass distributions revealed an enhanement of the population density
at the kinematial region orresponding to a small proton-η momentum. The proton-proton
and proton-η invariant mass distributions determined for the pp→ ppη reation at an ex-
ess energy of 15.5 MeV are presented in gure 2.4
3
. The dashed lines in both panels
of the gure depit the results of alulations where only the on-shell amplitude of the
proton-proton interation has been taken into aount.
In those alulations the enhanement fator has been estimated as the square of
the on-shell proton-proton sattering amplitude derived using the modied Cini-Fubini-
Stanghellini formula inluding the Wong-Noyes Coulomb orretions [22℄.
One an easily see that the mentioned eet is too large to be desribed by the on-shell
inlusion of the proton-proton FSI.
In fat a better desription is ahieved when ontributions from higher partial waves
or o-shell eets of the proton-proton potential are taken into aount. These alula-
tions ompared to the experimentally determined dierential proton-proton invariant mass
distribution are presented in gure 2.5. In the left panel of this gure the experimentally
determined dierential ross setion as a funtion of the squared invariant proton-proton
mass is ompared to the alulations of V. Baru and ollaborators [39℄ under the assump-
tion of a
3P0 →1S0s transition aording to the models desribed in [39℄, depited as the
solid line.
Dashed and dotted lines on the left panel of gure 2.5 represent the alulations of
K. Nakayama and his group [12℄. The authors laim that the ontribution of the S-wave
alone is unable to explain the observed enhanement in the squared proton-proton invariant
3
A similar enhanement has been observed for several measurements performed at exess energies of
4.5 MeV [9℄, 10 MeV [35,36℄, 15 and 41 MeV [37℄, and 72 MeV [38℄.
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Figure 2.4: Distributions of the square of the proton-proton (spp) (left) and proton-η (spη) (right)
invariant masses determined experimentally for the pp→ ppη reation (losed squares). The inte-
grals of the phase spae weighted by the square of the proton-proton on-shell sattering amplitude
(dotted lines)-FSIpp have been normalized arbitrarily at small values of spp. The expetations
under the assumption of a homogeneously populated phase spae are shown as solid lines.
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Figure 2.5: (Left panel) Distribution of the square of the proton-proton (spp) invariant mass
determined experimentally for the pp → ppη reation. Solid and dashed lines orrespond to
alulations under the assumption of a
3P0 →1S0s transition aording to the models desribed
in [39℄ and [12℄, respetively. The dotted line shows the result of alulations with inlusion of the
1S0 →3P0s ontribution as suggested in [12℄. (Right panel) The same data as in the left panel
but ompared with three-body alulations [10,11℄. The solid line was determined with a rigorous
three-body approah. The dashed line depits the situation if only pairwise interations (pp+ pη)
are allowed.
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mass distribution. Seeking for the better desription they postulate that the shape of the
enhanement an be reprodued by folding the relative momentum of the proton-proton
subsystem with the available phase spae [12℄ suggesting that the enhanement ould be
the onsequene of the pp P-wave in the nal state.
Calulations assuming a
3P0 →1S0s transition orrespond to the dashed urve and the
result of alulations with the inlusion of the
1S0 →3 P0s ontribution is depited by
the dotted line. Although the dotted line orresponding to alulations based on the
stronger P-wave ontribution is in quite good agreement to the experimental determined
dierential distribution of the proton-proton invariant mass, it underestimates the to-
tal ross setion data taken for the pp → ppη reation near the kinematial threshold
(Q lower than 30 MeV) [1℄.
On the other hand, the disussed eet an in priniple be assigned to hanges of the
prodution amplitude, sine in alulations by V. Baru et al. [39℄, and by K. Nakayama
and ollaborators [12℄ the prodution amplitude was nearly onstant.
An analysis guided by the assumption of a linear energy dependene of the prodution am-
plitude was performed by A. Delo [13℄. The squared invariant mass distributions spp and
spη determined for the pp→ ppη reation measured at an exess energy of Q = 15.5 MeV
are ompared to alulations performed by A. Delo in gure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Distributions of the square of the proton-proton (spp) (left) and proton-η (spη) (right)
invariant masses determined experimentally for the pp → ppη reation (losed squares). The
experimental data are ompared to alulations performed assuming the linear energy dependene
of the prodution amplitude as proposed by A. Delo [13℄ depited by solid lines.
The squared invariant mass distributions ould be quite well reprodued by lifting the
standard on-shell approximation in the enhanement fator and allowing for a linear energy
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dependene in the leading
3P0 →1S0s partial wave amplitude [13℄. Those alulations are
in ontradition to the suggestion of Nakayama [12℄, giving evidene that higher partial
waves play only a marginal role.
At this point, the observed enhanement ould be explained by three dierent hypothe-
ses:
i) a signiant role of proton-η interation in the nal state,
ii) an admixture of higher partial waves or
iii) an energy dependene of the prodution amplitude.
Based on the pp → ppη data only, it is not possible to verify any of those models. These
ontingenies motivated the work presented in this thesis whih is an analysis of a high
statistis pp→ ppη′ reation measurement in order to determine the distribution of events
over the phase spae for an exess energy of Q = 15.5 MeV the same one as seleted before
for the pp→ ppη reation. The omparison of the dierential distributions for the proton-
proton and proton-meson invariant masses in the η and η′ prodution ould help to judge
between postulated explanations of the observed eet and may allow for a quantitative
estimation of the proton-η and proton-η′ interation.
The experimental faility, the method of the analysis, and ahieved results for the pp→ ppη′
reation will be presented in the following hapters.
3. Experimental faility
The measurement of the pp → ppη′ reation was onduted using the ooler synhrotron
COSY and the COSY-11 detetor setup. Both failities will be desribed in this hapter.
3.1 Cooler Synhrotron COSY
The COoler SYnhrotron (COSY) [17℄ is loated at the Institute of Nulear Physis of the
Researh Centre Jülih in Germany. The faility was designed to aelerate polarized and
unpolarized proton and deuteron beams in the momentum range from 0.3 GeV/ up to
3.7 GeV/. The sketh of the whole aelerator omplex is presented in gure 3.1. The
total length of the synhrotron ring is 184 meter. There are two straight 40 meter setions,
and two bending setions with 24 dipole magnets.
The experimental installations at the synhrotron an be lassied as two groups;
a) the detetors installed inside the COSY ring: WASA [40,41℄, COSY-11 [1416℄, PISA [42℄,
EDDA [43℄, COSY-13 [44℄, and ANKE [45℄ and
b) outside of the COSY ring at external beam lines: COSY-TOF [46℄, JESSICA [47℄,
NESSI [48℄, GEM [49℄, MOMO [50℄, and HIRES [51℄.
Some of those experiments are already ompleted and no longer in operation (labelled in
blak) and the others are still in operation (labelled in green) in gure 3.1.
The COSY synhrotron is equipped with eletron and stohasti ooling devies whih
are used to derease the momentum and spatial spread of the beam [52℄.
In the ase of eletron ooling, the eletrons with veloities equal to the nominal proton
beam veloity are injeted at a straight setion of the synhrotron. This operation auses
that faster protons are deelerated and slower ones are aelerated.
Stohasti ooling uses an eletromagneti devie, the so alled pik-up unit, whih mea-
sures the beam deviation from the nominal position at one point of the aelerator and
orrets it by transmitting a orretion signal through the shortest way to the kiker
unit at the other side of the beam pipe. It auses not only a shift to the nominal beam
orbit, but also dereases the spread of the transversal and longitudinal momentum om-
ponents [53, 54℄.
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Figure 3.1: Shemati view of the oor plan of the COSY synhrotron. Marked in violet are
internal-beam [14, 40, 4245℄ and external-beam [4651℄ detetor setups. Failities COSY-TOF,
WASA and ANKE labelled in green are presently still in operation. The positions of eletron and
stohasti ooling devies are indiated and the stohasti ooling signal lines are presented by the
light-blue dashed lines.
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3.2 COSY-11 detetor setup
The measurement of the pp→ ppη′ reation is based on the registration of the two outgoing
protons and reonstrution of their momenta. The η′ meson is identied using the missing
mass tehnique.
S2
Si
Figure 3.2: Shemati view of the COSY-11 detetion faility [14℄. Note, that only those detetors
whih were used during the measurement of the pp → ppX reation are presented. Protons
originating from the pp → ppX reation are bent in the dipole magneti eld, and leave the
vauum hamber through the exit window. Afterwards they are deteted in the two drift hambers
D1 and D2, in the sintillator hodosopes S1 and S2, and in the sintillator wall S3. The sintillation
detetor S4 and the silion pad detetor Si are used in oinidene with the D1, D2 and S1 detetors
for the registration of the elastially sattered protons.
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The COSY-11 faility is one of the internal detetor setups installed inside the COSY
synhrotron tunnel at a bending setion of the ring. It is mounted next to one of the
dipole magnets, and benets from the dipole magneti eld whih is used for the partile
separation from the beam.
A shemati view of the COSY-11 apparatus is presented in gure 3.2. The gure
illustrates also shematially the traks of protons outgoing from the pp → ppX reation.
Two outgoing protons possessing smaller momenta than the beam momentum, are bent in
the dipole magneti eld towards the detetor system. They leave the vauum hamber
throughout the exit window made out of a 30 µm layer of aluminum and 300 µm of a
arbon ber arrier material with an averaged density of 2.1 g/m
3
[14℄ and are deteted
using the drift hambers D1 and D2, the sintillator hodosopes S1 and S2, and the sin-
tillation wall S3
1
.
The target
2
used during the experiment, was realized as a beam of H2 moleules
grouped inside lusters of up to about 106 atoms. The average density of the target
was around 5 · 1013 atoms/m2 [63℄. It was installed in front of the dipole magnet as it an
be seen shematially in gure 3.2.
The drift hambers D1 and D2 were used for the determination of the partiles traje-
tories. Those two planar drift hamber staks are spaed by 70 m [14, 64℄. Their ative
area is 1680 mm wide and 433 mm high. Drift hamber D1 (standing loser to the bending
magnet) onsists of six detetion planes. The rst two with vertial wires, two with wires
inlined by +31o and two inlined by −31o. The D2 drift hamber is built in the same
sheme, but it is extended by two additional planes with vertial wires.
The wires in adjaent planes of eah pair are shifted by half of the ell width to resolve
the left-right position ambiguity with respet to the sense wire. The hosen onguration
of the detetion planes allows to perform the measurement of the horizontal and vertial
oordinates and enables a unique multi-hit event identiation [64℄.
A harged partile rossing the drift hambers produes gas ionization inside the drift
ells, lled with a gas mixture of one to one argon and ethane at atmospheri pressure.
The eletron drift time to the sense wire is a measure of the distane between the passing
partile trak and the sense wire (see setion 4.1). In the ase of partile traks oriented
perpendiular to the detetion planes, the maximum drift time orresponding to the max-
imum drift path of 20 mm equals to 400 ns.
1
In the measurement of the meson prodution in the quasi-free pd→ pnpspectatorX reation dediated
neutron [5558℄ and spetator [5961℄ detetors were installed in addition. They were however not used
for the measurement desribed in this thesis.
2
The H2 luster target speiations are desribed in the referenes [62, 63℄. The dimensions of the
luster target used during the measurement are desribed in details in hapter
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Determined partile trajetories in the data analysis are traed through the magneti
eld of the dipole bak to the target. Therefore, it is possible to reonstrut the momentum
vetors of outgoing partiles at the reation point. The reonstrution of the momentum
vetors of the registered partiles ombined with the information about the time-of-ight
between the S1 and the S3 detetors allows for the alulation of the partile mass and by
this the partile type identiation.
The S1 sintillating hodosope is built out of sixteen idential, vertially arranged
modules, read out from both sides (top and bottom) by photomultipliers. The modules
with 45× 10× 0.4 m3 dimensions are arranged with small vertial overlap (1 mm [14,65℄)
in order to avoid "not overed" spae in the geometrial aeptane. The S1 detetor is
used as the "start" for the time-of-ight measurement.
The S2 sintillating hodosope, similar as S1, onsists of sixteen sintillation modules
with the dimension of 45× 1.3× 0.2 m3 [14℄.
The S3 sintillating detetor delivers the "stop" information for the time-of-ight mea-
surement. It is built from one non-segmented sintillating wall with the dimension of
220× 100× 5 m3. It is viewed by a matrix of 217 photomultipliers [14,66,67℄, oupying
the edges of equilateral triangles with the sides of 11.5 m.
The S4 sintillation ounter together with the silion pad detetor (depited in gure 3.2
as Si) are used for registration of the reoil protons from the proton-proton elasti sattering
[14℄. The silion pad detetor [14℄ onsists of 144 pads with dimensions of 22.0 × 4.5 ×
0.28 mm3. Eah pad is read out separately.
3.3 Trigger logi
In the experiment two independent trigger branhes were used, in order to detet the
pp → ppη′ and pp → pp reations.
The main trigger used for the pp → ppη′ reation was based on the following onditions:
Tpp→ppη′ = (S1µ≥2 ∨ S1µ=1,high ∨ S2µ≥2 ∨ S2µ=1,high) ∧ S3µ≥2, (3.1)
where µ denotes the multipliity of segments in the S1 and S2 sintillation hodosopes, and
the number of photomultipliers whih have red in the S3 detetor. The subsript high
stands for a high amplitude signal in the S1 and S2 detetors whih was implemented for
triggering events when two partiles ross the same segment [67℄. The hardware threshold
for the high amplitude was set high enough to redue the number of single partile events
onsiderably, and low enough to aept most events (almost 100 %) with two protons
passing through one segment of S1 [67℄.
The trigger used for the seletion of elasti sattering reations was based on the oinidene
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between signals from the S1 and S4 detetors:
Tpp→pp = S1µ=1 ∧ S4, (3.2)
where the S1 hodosope was used for the registration of forward sattered protons and the
S4 sintillation detetor was registering reoil protons.
The detetors were positioned to over a large part of the kinematis of the pp → pp
elasti sattering. Due to the high rate of the pp → pp reation only every 128'th event
was registered for the further analysis. The number of the elasti sattering events was
later used for the luminosity determination (see hapter 6).
4. Calibration of the detetor setup
In this hapter the method used to alibrate the COSY-11 detetors and their relative
settings will be presented. In partiular, the time-spae relation of the drift hambers and
the proedure of time-of-ight alibration will be desribed. In addition, the proedure of
monitoring the relative beam-target setting will be disussed.
4.1 Spae-time relation for drift hambers
The drift hambers D1 and D2 onsist of 6 and 8 planes of wires, respetively. They provide
the information about the drift time of eletrons (to the sense wires) produed along the
trajetory of harged partiles passing through the hambers. In order to reonstrut those
trajetories one needs to establish a relation between drift time and distane between the
partile trak and the sense wire (Fig. 4.1 (left)).
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Figure 4.1: (Left panel) Time-spae alibration - relation between the distane from the sense
wire and the drift time. (Right panel) Corretions of the time-spae relation, where the middle
histogram represents the mean value of ∆X , the upper and lower histograms visualize one standard
deviation (σ) of the ∆X distribution. See the text for the explanation of ∆X .
Due to the sensitivity of the drift veloity to the atmospheri pressure, humidity and
gas mixture hanges [68℄, the data used for the alibration proedure were divided into
time intervals of about 3-8 hours, with a similar number of olleted events. The al-
ibration funtion was determined for eah interval applying the proedure of iterative
improvements [67℄. Starting with an approximated funtion of the spae-time relation, the
distane X from the partile trajetory to the sense wire has been alulated. Then, a
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straight line to the obtained points was tted and further on, assuming that it orresponds
to the real partile trak, the deviation ∆X , between the measured distane of the partile
trak from the sense wire and the one from the tting proedure was alulated. Next,
having a ertain amount of data, one ould determine a mean value of ∆X as a funtion
of the drift time (presented in gure 4.1 (right)). The ∆XMEAN was subsequently used
for a orretion of the time-spae relation. Next, the improved funtion has been used for
the trak reonstrution similarly as in the rst step. The whole proedure was repeated
until the orretions were smaller than the statistial unertainty of the ∆XMEAN .
The averaged spatial resolution of the drift hambers ahieved in the experiment disussed
in this thesis amounted to 250 µm (rms).
4.2 Time-of-ight alibration of sintillator detetors
The sintillator detetors S1 and S3 "start" and "stop", respetively, are used for the time-
of-ight measurement. S1 onsists of 16 sintillator plates with photomultiplier readout
from both sides, and S3 is a sintillator wall read out by a 217 photomultipliers matrix.
In order to obtain the proper information about the time-of-ight between both detetors,
one needs to determine time "osets" for all photomultipliers i.e. the relative dierenes
in transition time of the signal from the photomultiplier to the TDC unit.
Let us denote tS1 as the real time when a partile rosses the S1 detetor and tS3 when it
rosses S3. Then, the time-of-ight an be alulated as follows: tofS1−S3 = tS3 − tS1.
The measured TDC values for a single photomultiplier in S1 and S3 detetors read:
TDCS1 = tS1 + ty + t
S1
walk(PM) + t
S1
offset(PM)− ttrigger, (4.1)
TDCS3 = tS3 + tpos + t
S3
walk(PM) + t
S3
offset(PM)− ttrigger. (4.2)
In both equations the time stamp ttrigger (denoting the time of the trigger signal) is iden-
tial. The index y orresponds to the distane between hit position and the edge of the
sintillator lose to the given photomultiplier in the S1 detetor and pos stands for the
distane between the hit position and the photomultiplier in the S3 detetor. The ab-
breviation twalk denotes the orretions for the time − walk eet, i.e. the signal time
dependene on the signal amplitude [69℄. Any dependene of ty is anelled by taking the
average between the times measured by the upper and lower photomultipliers [67℄ and this
an be alulated from the known trajetories. Thus, the only unknown variables are the
time osets toffset for both detetors. For a rst approximation, the time dierene in
the S1 detetor an be ahieved by taking into aount signals from the partiles ross-
ing the overlapping parts of the modules. Next, for the S3 detetor the time oset an
be extrated from the omparison between tofS1−S3 = tS3 − tS1 and the time-of-ight
alulated from the partile momentum reonstruted via urvature in the magneti eld
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(tofrec). Then, iteratively, using the obtained S3 oset one an determine the time o-
sets for the S1 detetor. After two iterations, the time osets for both detetors an be
established. As an example, the distribution ∆t(PMS3ID) determined as
∆t(PMS3ID) = tofS1−S3(PM
S3
ID)− tofrec
for a group of photomultipliers of the S3 detetor are presented in gure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the time dierene between the time tofrec alulated from the re-
onstruted partile momentum and the measured time tofS1−S3 between the S1 detetor and a
partiular photomultiplier in the S3 detetor, as a funtion of the photomultiplier ID in the S3
detetor. As ahieved after seond iteration, the gure depits only a fration of PM's of the S3
detetor (75-112).
The time osets for the photomultipliers in the S3 detetor are obtained on the basis of the
time dierenes between tofS1−S3 and tofrec presented in gure 4.2. They were adjusted
suh that this dierene is equal to zero.
4.3 Monitoring of relative beam-target settings
Possible hanges of the position where the beam rosses the target ould have signiantly
inuened the momentum reonstrution and as a onsequene ould worsen the determi-
nation of the mass of the undeteted partile. Therefore, it is important to monitor the
position of the beam and target overlap. The enter of the beam-target overlap an be
determined from the momentum distribution of the elastially sattered protons [70℄.
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of the perpendiular p⊥ versus parallel p‖ momentum omponents for
pp→ pp elasti sattering events at a beam momentum of 3.260 GeV/. The solid line orresponds
to the kinematial ellipse. Changes of the event density along the kinematial ellipse reet the
angular dependene of the ross setion for the pp→ pp reation.
The mean value of the distane between the expeted kinematial ellipse and the exper-
imental points (shown in gure 4.3) may be used as a measure for the deviation of the
enter of the interation region from its nominal position (∆center). A pitorial denition
of ∆center is presented in gure 4.4 and the beam-target geometrial onditions are de-
pited in gure 4.5. By assuming a wrong interation enter the reonstrution results in
a wrong momentum determination and the pp → pp events are not entered around the
expeted kinematial ellipse.
Figure 4.4: Pitorial denition of the deviation of the enter of the interation region from its
nominal position (∆center).
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Figure 4.5: Shemati view of the relative target and beam settings. Left panel depits the view
from above, right presents a side view. σX and σY denote the horizontal and vertial standard
deviations of the assumed Gaussian distributions of the proton beam density, respetively. ∆Xbt
denotes the distane between the enters of the proton target and beam. The gure is adapted
from [70℄.
In the left panel of gure 4.6 the mean distane of experimental pp→ pp events from the
expeted kinematial ellipse is shown as a funtion of ∆center assumed in the analysis. As
an be seen, the enter of the interation region diers by 0.45 m from the nominal one.
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Figure 4.6: (Left panel) The distane between the expeted ellipse and the enter of experimental
distribution on the (p⊥,p‖) plot (gure 4.3) versus the deviation of the enter of the interation
region from its nominal position (∆center). (Right panel) The deviation of the distane from the
kinematial ellipse as a funtion of the time of the measurement. The mean value of the distane
from the ellipse has been plotted for 13 hours intervals. In the analysis the value of ∆center was
set to 0.45 m.
In the right panel of gure 4.6 it is demonstrated that the beam-target onditions were
stable during the ourse of the experiment. Flutuations seen in the gure are within the
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statistial error in the determination of the mean value of the distane from the ellipse.
The variations are at a level of 10−3 and, as an be inferred from the plot presented in the
left panel of gure 4.6, orrespond to shifts of the interation enter by less than 0.01 mm.
Thus, the variations of the enter of the interation region an be safely negleted in the
further analysis.
5. Identiation of the pp→ ppη′ reation
In the following hapter the method of identifying the pp→ ppη′ reation will be desribed.
5.1 Identiation of protons
The measurement was based on the registration of two outgoing protons originating from
the pp→ ppX reation.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of the squared invariant mass of the registered partiles. (Note the
logarithmi sale on vertial axis.) Signals from measured pions, protons, and deuterons are easily
distinguished.
After hoosing only two-trak events, the protons were identied by the determination of
their rest masses. The partile mass was alulated aording to the following formula:
m2 =
~p 2(1− β2)
β2
, (5.1)
where ~p and β are denoting the momenta and veloities of partiles, respetively, whih
were determined in an independent way (~p from the urvature of the trajetory in the
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dipole and β from the time of ight between S1 and S3). The distribution of the squared
masses of the partiles is shown in gure 5.1. Clearly visible are signals from pions, protons
and deuterons.
For the further analysis, partiles with reonstruted masses in the range from 0.2 to
1.5 GeV
2
/
4
were assumed to be protons.
5.2 Identiation of the η
′
meson
In the present experiment the deay produts of the η′ meson were not measured, therefore
it was impossible to identify its prodution on an event-by-event basis. Even in experiments
deteting all deay produts an unambiguous identiation of a single "η′ prodution event"
is not possible, but the bakground would be muh smaller.
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Figure 5.2: Missing mass spetrum for the pp → ppX reation measured at a beam momentum
of PB = 3.260 GeV/. The peak originating from the pp → ppη′ reation is learly seen on top
of a multi-pion prodution bakground. The dashed line orresponds to a t with a seond order
polynomial to the data outside the signal from the η′ meson.
The number of pp → ppη′ events was determined using the missing mass tehnique. This
method is based on the knowledge of the protons four-momenta before and after the re-
ation. Denoting: Pb = (Eb, ~pb), Pt = (Et, 0), P1 = (E1, ~p1) and P2 = (E2, ~p2) as the
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four-momenta of the proton beam, proton target, and rst and seond outgoing proton,
respetively, one an use the following formula, in the ase of the pp → ppX reation, to
alulate the mass mX of the unregistered partile:
m2X = E
2
X − ~p 2X = (Pb+Pt−P1−P2)2 =
= (Eb + Et − E1 −E2)2 − (~pb + ~pt − ~p1 − ~p2)2. (5.2)
In gure 5.2 the missing mass spetrum determined experimentally for the pp → ppX
reation for the whole data sample is presented. The spetrum inludes a broad distribu-
tion from multi-meson prodution and the well dened peak originating from the η′ meson
prodution.
The smooth behaviour of the experimental multi-pion prodution bakground, whih ould
be veried by Monte Carlo simulations studies (see setion 9.2), allows for a simple poly-
nomial t. The knowledge of the smooth behaviour of the ross setion [60, 71℄, assures
that in the range of the signal, the multi-pion bakground should be at.
The dashed line in gure 5.2 orresponds to a seond order polynomial tted to the ex-
perimental bakground. Indeed, it an be seen that the t reprodues the shape of the
bakground satisfatory well.
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Figure 5.3: Result of the bakground subtration using the seond order polynomial t presented
in gure 5.2 as a dashed line.
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In gure 5.3 the experimental missing mass spetrum after the bakground subtration is
presented. The bakground was approximated by a seond order polynomial t as depited
in gure 5.2 by a dashed line. The total number of registered and reonstruted pp→ ppη′
reations amounts to about 15000.
Here, the statistis ahieved in the measurement is only illustrated and the possibility of
the bakground determination is shown. A detailed disussion of the subtration of the
multi-pion prodution bakground for dierential ross setions will be omprehensively
desribed in setion 9.2.
6. Luminosity determination
In order to determine the absolute values of the dierential ross setions, the luminosity
(L) integrated over the measurement time has to be established. For that purpose, the
analysis of the pp → pp reation, in order to establish the number of elasti sattering
events was performed.
A shemati view of the COSY-11 detetor setup with superimposed traks of elastially
sattered protons is shown in gure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Shemati view of the COSY-11 apparatus presenting the detetors used for the reg-
istration of the pp→ pp elasti sattering. The superimposed lines show an example of trajetories
from elastially sattered protons with the laboratory angles θ1 and θ2. One an ompare this
gure to gure 3.2. The xS1 axis indiates the size of detetor modules (for further desription see
text).
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One an evaluate the luminosity (L) aording to the formula:
∆N(θ∗2)
∆Ω∗(θ∗2)
=
dσ∗
dΩ∗
(θ∗2) · L, (6.1)
where
dσ∗
dΩ∗ (θ
∗
2) denotes the known dierential ross setion [72℄ and ∆N(θ
∗
2) indiates the
number of elastially sattered protons at a solid angle ∆Ω∗ around the proton emission
angle θ∗2 in the entre-of-mass system. In the further analysis, the available range of the
θ∗2 angle (44
o
to 66o) was divided into 11 bins with a width of 2o. The traks of elastially
sattered protons resulting in signals in the S1 detetor with a oinident signal in S4 from
the seond proton overs the horizontal axis of the S1 detetor, marked in gure 6.1 as
xS1, from 40 m to 75 m, whih orresponds to a θ
∗
2 angle range from 44
o
to 66o.
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Figure 6.2: Projetion of the event distribution along the kinematial ellipse for a entre-of-mass
proton sattering angle of θ∗
2
in the range from 48o to 50o, orresponding to the range in the S1
detetor from xS1 = 67.0 cm to xS1 = 70.0 cm.
As an example, the distribution of elastially sattered protons at the θ∗2 angular range
from 48o to 50o is presented in gure 6.2. This distribution shows the projetion of the
experimental data along the kinematial ellipse. The number of events (redued by the
bakground indiated by the dashed line) is used for the alulation of the luminosity.
The signal from elastially sattered protons an be learly separated from the at multi-
pion sattering bakground. The solid angle ∆Ω∗ or the ertain angular bin, is alulated
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using the Monte-Carlo method, as follows:
∆Ω∗ =
4π Naccepted
2 N0
[sr], (6.2)
where N0 stands for the number of proton-proton elasti sattering events in the orre-
sponding angular range and Naccepted onstitutes the number of events in the onsidered
bin of the θ∗2 angle, whih ould be registered and identied. In partiular, the analysis in
the following manner was done. First, N0 = 2 · 107 events has been generated, alulating
the response of the COSY-11 detetors, and then those events have been analysed using
proedures applied for the experimental data evaluation in order to determine the number
of Naccepted events for eah θ
∗
2 angle interval.
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Figure 6.3: Dierential ross setion for the proton-proton elasti sattering. The result of this
thesis (losed irles) measured at a beam momentum of PB = 3.260GeV/ was saled in amplitude
to the ross setion measured by the EDDA ollaboration shown by open squares [72℄.
Figure 6.3 indiates the angular distribution of the dierential ross setion for elasti
proton-proton sattering obtained in the experiment (losed irles). The amplitude of
that distribution was tted to the data of the EDDA experiment inluding only one free
parameter being the integrated luminosity (see eq. 6.1). The extrated integrated lumi-
nosity for the experiment desribed in this thesis amounts to L = (5.859 ± 0.055) pb−1.
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The knowledge of the luminosity value will allow for the overall normalization of the
derived dierential ross setion as a funtion of the spp and spη′ invariant masses, angular
distributions and total ross setion whih will be disussed in hapter 10.
7. Determination of the spread and the absolute value of the
beam momentum
In order to perform realisti simulations of the studied reations, in partiular to determine
the aeptane and to alulate the ovariane matrix, it is mandatory to know the absolute
value and the spread of the beam momentum. The disussed measurement of the pp→ ppη′
reation was nominally performed at the same value of exess energy Q as the pp → pp
reation measurement with Q = 15.5 MeV whih orresponds to a nominal proton beam
momentum of PB = 3.257 GeV/.
The preision of the absolute beam momentum adjustment of the COSY synhrotron is
about 10−3 [52℄ whih in this ase orresponds to ∼3 MeV/.
The beam momentum dependene of the mean value of the missing mass distribution
presented in gure 5.3, was studied in order to determine the atual value of the beam
momentum more aurate.
The beam momentum was alulated using the formula:
mX =
√
s− 2mp =
(
2m2p + 2mp
√
P 2B +m
2
p
)1/2
− 2mp, (7.1)
where
√
s denotes the total energy in the entre-of-mass frame, PB stands for the proton
beam momentum, and mp orresponds to the proton mass.
The beam momentum of PB = 3.260 GeV/ has been determined by adjusting the PB
suh that the mean value of the missing mass peak is equal to the η′ meson mass. The
determined value of the beam momentum diers by 0.003 GeV/ from the nominal one.
This deviation is in agreement with results of analogous analysis performed in previous
measurements [67℄.
The determined value of the exess energy amounts to (Q = 16.39 ± 0.01 ± 0.4) MeV,
where the errors indiate statistial and systemati unertainty, respetively. The domi-
nating systemati unertainty was established in [9℄ and the statisti unertainty of the
exess energy was determined using the following formula:
∆Q =
√(
dQ
dPB
)2
· (∆PB)2, (7.2)
where ∆PB was obtained from the linear relation to the missing mass as desribed in [67℄.
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Figure 7.1: Spetrum of the beam momentum distribution integrated over the whole measurement
time. The value of ∆PB = 0 orresponds to a beam momentum of 3.260 GeV/. The dashed lines
mark the beam momentum dispersion for the extended 9 millimeter target used in this experiment.
After the determination of the real value of the absolute beam momentum, now its spread
will be determined. One an alulate the beam momentum spetrum from the frequeny
spetrum of the COSY beam (Shotky spetrum measured during the experiment) using
the below formula [73℄:
∆f
f
= ηB · ∆PB
PB
, (7.3)
where f and PB denote beam frequeny and beam momentum, respetively, ηB is a pa-
rameter whih depends on the beam optis, i.e. the eletri and magneti elds in the syn-
hrotron. During the experiment, the ηB parameter was established to be ηB = 0.12 [74℄.
The spetrum of the beam momentum obtained during the experiment is shown in g-
ure 7.1.
The dispersion of the beam momentum depends on the magneti eld along the ring. Pro-
tons on the outer routes have a "longer way" than those on the inner side of the beam,
and the trajetories are dierent from the nominal value. When at a ertain point the
partile position deviates by ∆x from the nominal (x0) position and possesses the relative
momentum deviation ∆PB/PB , one an relate this value by means of the known dispersion
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(D) using the following formula:
∆x = D · ∆PB
PB
, (7.4)
where D = β ·Dmod with Dmod = 14 m [74,75℄ and the partile veloity β. Applying in the
upper formulas the value of the beam momentum PB = 3.260 GeV/, β = 0.961, and
using a 9 millimeter wide target, one obtains ∆PB = 1.1 MeV/. This value is depited
in gure 7.1 as the area between the dashed lines. Thus, the maximum beam momentum
spread in the interation point is ∆PB = ± 1.1 MeV/.
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8. Fine tunning of the relative dipole-hamber settings
In setion 4.1 a spae-time alibration of the drift hambers was desribed. In this hapter
a proedure for the determination of their position relative to the COSY-11 dipole will
be shown. For this purpose, the missing mass method for the pp → ppX and the kine-
matial ellipse for the pp→ pp reation, as desribed in the previous hapters, will be used.
The proper knowledge about the position of the drift hambers is needed in order to
ahieve the optimal resolution for the momentum reonstrution. In the horizontal plane
the position of the drift hambers stak an be dened by two variables: the horizontal
shift of the hambers ∆x and their inlination ∆α.
Δx
Δα
Figure 8.1: Shemati view (from top) with the pitorial denitions of the horizontal shift of the
hambers ∆x and their inlination ∆α. These parameters were used in the analysis to determine
the proper arrangement of the D1 and D2 drift hambers relative to the COSY-11 dipole.
The parameters ∆x and ∆α inuene the reonstrution of partile momenta and further
more indiretly inuene the missing mass resolution. In order to x these parameters,
an analysis of the proton elasti sattering events was performed, sine the distribution of
the perpendiular p⊥ versus parallel p‖ momentum omponents for the pp → pp reation
is sensitive to hanges of the position of the drift hambers. The distribution of the p⊥
versus p‖ momentum omponents for the pp→ pp elasti sattering determined at a beam
momentum of 3.260 GeV/, presented earlier in hapter 4.3, is shown in gure 8.2. In the
left panel, the situation when the parameters are properly adjusted is presented. In the
right panel the situation is shown when the inlination ∆α was hanged by ∼ 0.9o. Studies
with a variation of ∆α in the range from −0.9o to 0.9o and of ∆x ranging from 0.0 m to
1.0 m were performed, where simultaneously the p⊥ versus p‖ spetrum and the hanges
of the width of the η′ peak in the missing mass spetra were ontrolled.
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Figure 8.2: Distributions of the perpendiular p⊥ versus the parallel p‖ momentum omponents of
measured protons for pp→ pp elasti sattering events at a beam momentum of 3.260 GeV/. The
solid line orresponds to the kinematial ellipse where the elastially sattered events are expeted.
The distribution is shown for ∆α = 0.04o (left), and for ∆α = − 0.9o (right), respetively.
The lowest width of the missing mass peak (see Fig. 5.2) and the best t of the event
distribution to the kinematial ellipse for the pp → pp elasti sattering distribution (see
left panel of gure 8.2) has been found for the values of ∆x = 0.45 m and ∆α = 0.04o.
A omparison of the left and right histograms in gure 8.2 shows the sensitivity of this
distribution to the parameter ∆α, whih ould be determined within an auray of better
than 0.01o.
9. Evaluation of the dierential distributions
9.1 Kinematial t
In order to searh for small eets like proton-meson interation on the population density
of the phase-spae, it is of importane to aount for any possible hanges of the measured
distributions due to the nite resolution of the detetor system, whih may alter the shape
of the spetrum espeially lose to the kinematial limit. Therefore, one must inlude the
experimental resolution in the theoretial alulations and in order to improve the eet
of the resolution a kinematial tting of the data was performed. Both proedures require
the knowledge of the ovariane matrix.
In order to alulate the ovarianes and varianes between eah ombination of the
registered proton momentum omponents, 2 · 107 reations of the type pp → ppη′ have
been generated inluding all arrangements and onditions from the experiment. Then, the
whole simulated sample of events has been analysed with the same proedures as used for
the experimental data. In this step for eah simulated event the pair of the real (gen-
erated) protons momenta
~P1,gen, ~P2,gen and the pair of momenta reonstruted from the
simulated response of the detetors:
~P1,rec, ~P2,rec are aessible. The available kinematial
information about an event may be expressed in form of the six dimensional momentum
vetor: P = [p1x, p1y, p1z, p2x, p2y, p2z] inluding the omponents of the reonstruted mo-
menta of both protons P1,rec = [p1x, p1y, p1z ] and P2,rec = [p2x, p2y, p2z]. The ovariane
between the ith and jth omponents of P was determined as the average of the produt of
deviations between the reonstruted and generated values. The formula used to establish
the ovariane matrix elements, reads as follows:
cov(i, j) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(Pni,gen − Pni,recon)(Pnj,gen − Pnj,recon), (9.1)
where Pni,gen and P
n
i,recon stand for the generated and reonstruted values of the i
th
om-
ponent of the vetor P from the nth event.
Due to the inherent symmetries of the ovariane matrix (cov(i, j) = cov(j, i)) and sine
the measured protons are indistinguishable, there are only 12 independent values whih
determine the 6 × 6 error matrix unambiguously [9℄.
The ovariane matrix (in units of MeV
2
/
4
) determined for the pp→ ppη′ reation looks
as follows:
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p1x p1y p1z p2x p2y p2z

10.3 −0.1 −19.6 7.6 −0.0 −13.0
− 6.2 0.1 − 0.1 0.0
− − 43.0 − − 21.7
− − − − − −
− − − − − −
− − − − − −


p1x
p1y
p1z
p2x
p2y
p2z
As it was already pointed out in the previous paragraph, 6 variables (2 times 3 omponents
of the momentum vetors of the two protons) have been measured in the experiment. It
was assumed in the analysis, that an event with the missing mass equal to the mass of the η′
meson (within the experimental resolution) orresponds to the pp→ ppη′ reation. Under
this assumption only ve of the kinematial variables are independent ompared to six
measured variables. Therefore, a kinematial tting proedure an be applied to improve
the eet of the limiting resolution. Hene, the protons momenta were varied demanding
that the missing mass of the unregistered partile is exatly equal to the known mass of
the η′ meson and there has been hosen the momentum vetor whih was the losest to
the vetor determined from the experiment. The inverse of the ovariane matrix was used
as a metri for the distane alulation. The kinematial t learly improves the eetive
resolution, what an be seen in gure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: Spetrum of the dierene between the simulated and reonstruted proton momen-
tum. The dashed line denotes the spetrum before kinematial t and the solid line orresponds
to the situation after the tting proedure.
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After the kinematial t was performed for eah event aside from the experimentally de-
termined momentum vetor: P exp = [pexp1x , p
exp
1y , p
exp
1z , p
exp
2x , p
exp
2y , p
exp
2z ],
the kinematially tted momenta: P fit = [pfit1x , p
fit
1y , p
fit
1z , p
fit
2x , p
fit
2y , p
fit
2z ] were obtained.
The P fit vetors are more preise and assure that the determined distributions do not
spread beyond the kinematial boundaries.
For the further analysis of events orresponding to the η′ prodution, the distribution of
the χ2 from the kinematial t proedure was heked. In gure 9.2 the χ2 distribution
as a funtion of the missing mass determined for the experimental momentum vetors is
presented. Having eah event desribed by the two vetors P exp and P fit and the χ2
of the kinematial t, the variables spp, spη′ , ψ and |cosθ∗η′ | were evaluated by using the
kinematially tted vetors P fit if the χ2value of the t for the event was lower than
1.5. However, if the χ2 was larger than this limitation, P exp were used, sine those events
orrespond to the bakground with a missing mass lower or higher than the η′ meson mass.
For the multi-pion prodution bakground the kinematial t proedure is not justied.
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Figure 9.2: The χ2 distribution as a funtion of the missing mass. The dashed line at χ2 = 1.5
visualizes the ut used in the analysis for the separation between kinematially tted events (P fit)
and events without the t (P exp).
The evaluation of the dierential distributions requires only events orresponding to the
pp→ ppη′ reation. In order to selet the number of those events from the multi-pion pro-
dution reations, a missing mass spetrum for eah studied interval of the variables: spp,
spη′ , ψ and |cosθ∗η′ | was determined. In the next setion, the proedure of the bakground
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subtration applied in the analysis will be disussed.
9.2 Bakground subtration
In the following setion the method of the multi-pion bakground subtration is presented
as used in the analysis.
For the bakground free determination of the dierential spp, spη′ , ψ and |cosθ∗η′ | distribu-
tions, rst the distribution of the onsidered variable has been divided into a reasonable
number of bins, and then for eah bin a missing mass spetrum was produed and the
number of the pp→ ppη′ events was alulated for eah interval of spp, spη′ , ψ and |cosθ∗η′ |
separately.
The missing mass distributions inlude a smooth multi-pion prodution below and above
the produed η′ meson mass whih allows to estimate the bakground orresponding to the
multi-pion reation in the range of the η′ meson signal using a polynomial tting funtion,
as it was already shown in setion 5.2. In gure 9.3, examples of missing mass spetra for
two intervals of the invariant proton-proton mass spp are presented.
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Figure 9.3: Examples of experimental missing mass spetra for two hosen intervals of spp. The
dotted lines indiate the seond order polynomial aording to the formula 9.2 whereas the dashed
lines show the result of the t of two Gaussian distributions desribed by the formula 9.3.
In both panels of gure 9.3 the dotted lines orrespond to the polynomial ts desribed
by the mathematial funtion:
P (mm,a, b, c) = a+ b ·mm + c ·mm2, (9.2)
where mm denotes the missing mass and a, b and c are the free parameters varied during
the t. Sine not only a seond order polynomial an be used as a good approximation of
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the bakground also a t by the sum of two Gaussian distributions was performed. The
dashed lines in both panels of gure 9.3 orrespond to the t with the funtion G desribed
by the following formula:
G(mm,A1, B1, C1, A2, B2, C2) = G1 (mm,A1, B1, C1) + G2 (mm,A2, B2, C2), (9.3)
where the terms G1 and G2 denote Gaussian distributions depending on the parameters
A1, B1, C1, A2, B2 and C2 varied freely during the t and mm stands for the missing
mass. The ts were performed using the funtions of the missing mass (9.2 and 9.3) in
the whole range of missing mass outside of the pp → ppη′ signal. As it is seen, the tted
funtions reprodue the bakground very well.
The smooth behaviour of the multi-pion bakground was veried by Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. But in order to use these Monte Carlo distributions as a reasonable desription
for the bakground an extensive time onsuming simulation studies would be neessary.
Therefore, a smooth funtion adjusted to the regions beside the η′ peak was used instead.
The sum of two Gaussian distributions was applied in the analysis. It should be stressed
that the alternative desription with the seond order polynomial is in rather good agree-
ment with the result obtained using formula 9.3.
The situation is more ompliated for missing mass spetra with the signal lose to the
kinematial limit (see e.g. Fig. 9.4). In this ase the shape of the bakground on the right
side of the peak annot be easily predited. Suh spetra are obtained for kinematial
regions of higher squared invariant proton-proton masses spp and relatively low squared
invariant proton-η′ masses spη′ . In order to desribe the shape of the bakground in those
regions, the pp → pp2πη, pp → pp3π and pp → pp4π reations1 have been simulated and
the simulated events were analysed in the same way as it was done for the experimental
data. The result of these simulations is ompared to the experimental data in gure 9.4.
The simulations of the dierent reations hannels were performed with phase spae dis-
tribution inluding the proton-proton nal state interation [22, 60℄.
The simulated missing mass spetra were tted to the data using the formula:
S(mm,α, β, γ) = α · fpp→pp2piη(mm) + β · fpp→pp3pi(mm) + γ · fpp→pp4pi(mm), (9.4)
where α, β and γ denote the free parameters varied during the t proedure. The fun-
tions fpp→pp2piη, fpp→pp3pi and fpp→pp4pi orrespond to the simulated missing mass
distributions for the pp→ pp2πη, pp→ pp3π and pp→ pp4π reations.
1
Those bakground reation hannels were hosen as a representation of possible multi-pion prodution
bakground. Sine, the pp → pp5pi and pp → pp6pi reations simulations an be negleted and the
pp → pp2pi missing mass of two protons spetrum has similar shape as those for 3pi and 4pi [71℄, only
simulations for listed reations were performed.
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In gure 9.4, examples of missing mass spetra for squared invariant proton-proton
masses spp ∈ [3.577; 3.580] GeV2/4 (left panel) and squared invariant proton-η′ masses
spη′ ∈ [3.602; 3.605] GeV2/4 (right panel) are presented.
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Figure 9.4: Examples of missing mass spetra determined experimentally for the pp→ ppX rea-
tion (solid lines) with superimposed Monte-Carlo simulations (dashed lines) inluding pp→ pp2πη,
pp → pp3π and pp→ pp4π reations, tted in amplitude to the experimental data. Missing mass
spetra for squared invariant proton-proton mass spp ∈ [3.577; 3.580] GeV2/4 (left panel) and
squared invariant proton-η′ mass spη′ ∈ [3.602; 3.605] GeV2/4 (right panel). The dotted lines in
both panels orrespond to the t of the formula 9.5.
In both examples, it is learly seen that the simulations are in a good agreement with the
experimental bakground distributions below the η′ peak. Moreover the behaviour of the
simulated bakground ts well to the kinematial limit of the missing mass distributions.
Close to the kinematial boundary, the interation in the nal state is dominated by the
proton-proton interation [60℄ and this interation inuenes strongly the shape of the
observed missing mass spetra. Therefore, it was taken into aount in the alulations
aording to the formulas of referene [22℄ presented in details in appendix B.
For the dynamis of the pion prodution it had been assumed, that pions are produed
homogeneously over the phase spae. As it was desribed in referene [60℄, the shape of
the missing mass spetrum does not hange signiantly at the edge of the kinematial
limit if one assumes resonant or diret pion prodution.
In order to raise the ondene to the estimation of the bakground behaviour near the
kinematial boundary, those distributions were desribed in an independent way with a
seond order polynomial divided by the Fermi funtion for the desription of the rapid
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slope at the end of the distributions. To this end the following formula was applied:
F (mm,a, b, c, d, g) = (a + b ·mm + c ·mm2)/(1 + e(mm − d)/g), (9.5)
where a, b, c, d and g are the free parameters varied during the t proedure.
The results are presented in gure 9.4 as dotted lines. It is seen that under the η′ peak
the result of formula 9.5 agrees well with the bakground determined from the simulations
and that both reprodue the shape of the slope quite well.
In order to perform a further hek of the bakground estimation, examples of the
missing mass distributions for the regions of the squared invariant masses of proton-proton
and proton-meson where the η′ is not produed are presented. The missing mass distribu-
tions are shown in gure 9.5 and represent the regions of low squared invariant masses of
the proton-meson subsystem (left) and high squared invariant masses of the proton-proton
subsystem (right). For suh values of spp or spη′ the prodution of the η
′
meson is not
possible beause spη′ < (mp+mη′)
2
and spp is too large leaving not enough energy for the
η′ meson reation.
The tted simulations reprodue the bakground very well.
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Figure 9.5: Missing mass spetra for low values of spη′ ∈ [3.590; 3.593] GeV2/4 (left) and high
values of spp ∈ [3.586; 3.589] GeV2/4 (right). The dashed lines orrespond to the simulations
of the pp → pp2πη, pp → pp3π and pp → pp4π reations tted to the experimental distributions
(solid lines) using only the amplitudes as free parameters.
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Figure 9.6: Examples of missing mass spetra determined for the rst and fourth bin of the ψ
angle with a width of 0.3 radian. The dashed lines orrespond to ts using the funtion desribed
by formula 9.3.
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Figure 9.7: Examples of missing mass spetra determined for the seventh and tenth bin of the
ψ angle with a width of 0.3 radian. The dashed lines orrespond to ts employing the funtion
desribed by formula 9.3.
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Figure 9.8: Examples of missing mass spetra determined for the rst and fourth bin of |cosθ∗η′ |
with a width orresponding to ∆|cosθ∗η′ | = 0.1. The dashed lines orrespond to ts aording to
the funtion desribed by formula 9.3.
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Figure 9.9: Examples of missing mass spetra determined for the seventh and tenth bin of |cosθ∗η′ |
with a width orresponding to ∆|cosθ∗η′ | = 0.1. The dashed lines orrespond to ts using the
funtion as desribed by formula 9.3.
In ase of the angular distributions the bakground ould be desribed as a polynomial
or Gaussian in the whole angular range. This is beause the signal from the η′ meson is far
from the kinematial limit for all spetra (see Fig. 9.6, 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9) and additionally the
bakground varies smoothly on both sides of the peak. In this ontext it is also important
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to note that the width of the peak is due to the experimental resolution and sine the
bakground is smooth on both sides, no strutures are being expeted below the peak as
it is veried by the simulation studies inluding relevant bakground hannels.
Missing mass distributions for every third bin of ψ and |cosθ∗η′ | are presnted in gures 9.6,
9.7, 9.8 and 9.9, respetively, using formula 9.3 for tting to the bakground.
9.3 Systemati errors of bakground estimation
The main ontribution of the systemati unertainty of the dierential ross setion deter-
mination omes from the unertainty of the estimation of the yield of the η′ events whih
in turn is due to the assumption of the shape of the bakground. In order to estimate those
errors, the numbers of bakground events extrated under two dierent assumptions were
ompared. For the missing mass spetra with the signal far from the kinematial limit
the bakground determined by Gaussian distributions with the bakground estimated by
a seond order polynomial were ompared. Whereas, for the spetra lose to the kinemat-
ial limit a omparison of the bakground determination by Monte-Carlo simulations with
a seond order polynomial divided by the Fermi distribution was performed. The rela-
tive dierene between determined numbers of events NAback (two Gaussian distributions
or Monte-Carlo simulations t, respetively) and NBback (polynomial t) was used as an
estimation for the systemati unertainty of the dierential ross setions evaluation.
The relative systemati errors, expressed in per ent were alulated in the following way:
∆back =
NAback −NBback
NAback +N
B
back
· 100%. (9.6)
The averaged value of the systemati deviations in the various applied t proedures al-
ulated aording to formula 9.6 are below 3%.
The systemati unertainty of the dierential ross setions evaluation was alulated using
the formula:
∆sys
(dσ
df
(f)
)
=
dσ
df
(f) · Nback(f)
Nη′(f)
· 0.03, (9.7)
where f stands for both the squared invariant proton-proton mass spp and the squared
invariant proton-η′ mass spη′ . Nback and Nη′ orrespond to the average numbers of bak-
ground and η′ reation events, respetively. The averaged values of the systemati errors
for the dierential ross setions, alulated aording to formula 9.7, are in the order of
0.32 µb/(GeV2/4) and will be presented in details in the next hapter.
10. Cross setions
This hapter is devoted to the derivation of the nal results.
10.1 Aeptane orretions
The COSY-11 detetor setup does not over the full 4π solid angle in the entre-of-mass
system of the pp → ppη′ reation at the proton beam momentum of PB = 3.260 GeV/.
Therefore, in order to study the dierential ross setions, one has to perform aeptane
orretions for the measured distributions.
In general, the aeptane orretions should be done in the ve dimensional phase spae
of e.g. spp, spη′ , φ, ψ and cosθ
∗
η′ (as depited in hapter 2.3).
But one an safely assume that the dependene on the φ∗η′ angle, the entre-of-mass az-
imuthal angle of the η′ meson momentum, is isotropi beause of the axial symmetry of
the initial unpolarized state. In addition, the idential partiles in the initial state imply
that the distribution of cosθ∗η′ should be symmetrial around 90
o
. This limits the variables
for the dierential aeptane to spp, spη′ , ψ and |cosθ∗η′ |.
To determine the distributions of squared invariant masses spp and spη′ , the available range
was divided into 22 bins. Number and width of the bins were hosen as a ompromise be-
tween statistis and the experimental resolution. The width of the bins was hosen for the
variables spp and spη′ to be 0.003 GeV
2
/
4
.
In the ase of angular distributions, the |cosθ∗η′ | range was divided into 10 bins with a bin
width of 0.1, and the ψ range into 11 bins of 0.3 radian.
The aeptane orretion of the data will be performed iteratively. First, it was assumed
that the distributions are determined by a homogeneous phase spae oupation modulated
by the pp-FSI. Under this assumption the aeptane was alulated and the dierential
ross setion for the variables spp, spη′ , ψ and |cosθ∗η′ | was extrated. Next, using the
derived distributions the aeptane was alulated and the whole proedure was repeated
until the dierential distributions remain unaltered.
In order to alulate the dierential aeptane it was assumed that the distribution over
the ψ angle is isotropi like it was experimentally determined for the pp→ ppρ, pp→ ppω
and pp→ ppφ reations [76, 77℄.
The geometrial aeptane as a funtion of spp and spη′ is presented in the left and right
panel of gure 10.1, respetively. In gure 10.2, the aeptane dependene for the |cosθ∗η′ |
and the ψ angular distributions is shown.
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Figure 10.1: Geometrial aeptane of the COSY-11 detetion setup determined for the
pp → ppη′ reation, simulated for a beam momentum PB = 3.260 GeV/, as a funtion of the
squared invariant mass of the proton-proton subsystem (left), and the squared invariant mass of
the proton-η′ subsystem (right).
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Figure 10.2: The COSY-11 detetion aeptane as a funtion of the polar angle of the η′ meson
momentum vetor |cosθ∗η′ | (left), and for the ψ angle desribing the rotation of the reation plane
around the diretion of the η′ meson momentum (right).
After performing the luminosity determination and having alulated the geometrial
aeptane, one an evaluate angular distributions. In gure 10.3 the dierential distri-
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bution of the osine of the θ∗η′ polar angle is presented. The distribution has an isotropi
harater within the statistial errors.
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Figure 10.3: Distribution of |cosθ∗η′ | of the η′ meson momentum vetor in the entre-of-mass
frame. The shown result was evaluated under the assumption that
dσ
dψ
is isotropi.
Then, the angular distribution of the ψ angle was alulated. Unexpetedly, but similar to
the situation observed for suh a distribution for the pp→ ppη reation [9℄ measured at the
exess energy of 15.5 MeV, a signiant anisotropi behaviour of the ψ angle distribution
is observed. The
dσ
dψ distribution determined experimentally is presented in gure 10.4.
Suh a shape annot be explained by any bakground behaviour sine
dσ
dψ was extrated for
eah bin separately, as it was mentioned earlier in setion 9.2, and in fat the distribution
shown in gure 10.4 is bakground-free. Systemati errors in the bakground subtration
are expeted to be muh smaller and an also not ause suh an anisotropy. The missing
mass spetra used for the bakground subtration ould satisfatorily well be reprodued
for eah bin in the phase spae. For example see gures 9.6 and 9.7 in setion 9.2.
Due to the anisotropi behaviour of the
dσ
dψ the full proedure of aeptane orretion
for the |cosθ∗η′ |, spp and spη′ distributions was performed one again with the working
assumption that the distribution
dσ
dψ is as it was determined from the data. The proedure
was repeated three times. After all, it was observed that the output distributions are in
good agreement with the input values.
It was also heked that the shape of the ψ distribution assumed in the alulations of the
aeptane does not inuene the shape of spp, spη′ and |cosθ∗η′ | distributions.
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Figure 10.4: Distribution of the dierential ross setion as a funtion of the ψ angle de-
termined experimentally. The superimposed histogram orresponds to a t by the funtion
y = a + b ·|sin(ψ)|, where a = 7.87 nb/rad and b = 7.77 nb/rad. Sine, in the analysis the
advantage of the symmetry
dσ
dψ
(ψ) = dσ
dψ
(ψ + π) was taken, only the range of ψ from 0 to π is
presented.
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Figure 10.5: Distribution of the |cosθ∗η′ | of the η′ meson momentum vetor in the entre-of-mass
frame. The distributions after the seond (losed squares) and third (open squares) iterations are
ompared (for details see text). The distributions are nearly idential and therefore the points an
be hardly distinguished.
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Figure 10.6: Comparison of the invariant mass spp distributions after the seond (showed as losed
squares) and third (presented as open squares) iterations assuming dierent assumption about the
ψ distribution.
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Figure 10.7: Comparison of the invariant mass spη′ distributions after the seond (showed as
losed squares) and third (presented as open squares) iterations assuming dierent assumption
about the ψ distribution.
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As an example gure 10.5 presents the |cosθ∗η′ | spetrum determined assuming a ψ
distribution obtained from the seond and the third iteration.
Similarly like in ase of the distribution of the ross setion as a funtion of |cosθ∗η′ |, the
dierential ross setions as a funtion of spp and spη′ were extrated. First, as it was men-
tioned, the distributions were determined with the assumption of an isotropi behaviour
of the angular distributions of polar and azimuthal angle of the η′ meson momentum ve-
tor in the entre-of-mass frame, and also an isotropi behaviour of the ψ angle distribution.
Then, again using the experimental parameterization of the distribution of the ross
setion as a funtion of the ψ angle in the entre-of-mass frame, the invariant mass spp and
spη′ distributions were determined. Results of the seond and third iterations are shown
in gures 10.6 and 10.7.
Again, it an be observed that the shapes of the distributions after the seond and third
iterations are in agreement.
10.2 Total and dierential ross setions
In this setion, the results of the total ross setion and dierential ross setions deter-
mined for the pp→ ppη′ reation are presented.
The total ross setion for the pp → ppη′ reation, determined at an exess energy of
Q = 16.4 MeV, is presented in gure 10.8 and amounts to: 139 ± 3 nb. In the alulations
the nal distribution of the spp, spη′ , ψ and |cosθ∗η′ | were taken into aount.
Though, the shapes of distributions spp, spη′ and |cosθ∗η′ | are independent of the ψ dis-
tribution, the total ross setion depends quite signiantly on the shape of
dσ
dψ [9℄ whih
is assumed for the aeptane alulations. The obtained value agrees within the errors
to the previously determined ross setion values, however, it is slightly higher than the
former data. This is due to the fat that in the previous analyses [2527℄ the aeptane
was alulated only approximately disregarding the dierential distributions of the ψ angle
whih was not established due to lak of statistis. A similar eet of an inrease in the
ross setion values after taking into aount the dierential distribution of ψ was obtained
in the ase of the η meson [9℄.
The systemati error of the total ross setion ontains a systemati error of the luminosity
determination whih amounts to 3% as it was evaluated in [1℄ and the unertainty from
the
dσ
dψ distribution, sine varying the parameters of the funtion
dσ
dψ = a + b · |sin(ψ)|
(within their unertainties), they hange the total ross setion by 2.5 nb. The averaged
systemati error of the bakground subtration (like pointed out in setion 9.3) amounts
to 5 nb.
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Figure 10.8: Exitation funtion for the pp → ppη′ reation. The earlier measurements [2328℄
are presented as open squares, the losed blak square depits the total ross setion determined
for the exess energy Q = 16.4 MeV (the result of this thesis). The error bars denote the total
unertainty (statistial and systemati).
Thus, the systemati error of the total ross setion adds up to 12 nb. Summarizing, the
total ross setion for the pp→ ppη′ reation determined at the exess energy of 16.4 MeV
is equal to σ = (139 ± 3 ± 12) nb where the indiated errors are statistial and system-
ati, respetively.
In the following tables and gures, the values of the dierential ross setions as fun-
tions of the observables |cosθ∗η′ |, ψ, spp, and spη′ dened earlier in setion 2.3 are presented.
In all tables and gures statistial and systemati errors are inluded.
The distribution of the polar angle is listed in table 10.1 and presented in gure 10.9.
The distribution of the ψ angle is listed in table 10.2 and presented in gure 10.10.
In tables 10.3 and 10.4, the results for the dierential ross setions of the invariant masses
pp and pη′ are presented, respetively. The listed values of both distributions are shown
in gure 10.11.
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|cosθ∗η′ | dσdΩ (|cosθ∗η′ |) [µb/sr]
0.05 0.0270 ± 0.0034stat ± 0.0045sys
0.15 0.0184 ± 0.0025stat ± 0.0026sys
0.25 0.0222 ± 0.0027stat ± 0.0029sys
0.35 0.0202 ± 0.0028stat ± 0.0037sys
0.45 0.0207 ± 0.0030stat ± 0.0046sys
0.55 0.0189 ± 0.0026stat ± 0.0038sys
0.65 0.0223 ± 0.0027stat ± 0.0043sys
0.75 0.0205 ± 0.0023stat ± 0.0038sys
0.85 0.0274 ± 0.0023stat ± 0.0048sys
0.95 0.0230 ± 0.0014stat ± 0.0039sys
Table 10.1: The dierential ross setions as a funtion of |cosθ∗η′ | for the pp → ppη′ reation
measured at Q = 16.4 MeV.
ψ [rad] dσdψ [µb/rad]
0.15 0.0118 ± 0.0009stat ± 0.0023sys
0.45 0.0193 ± 0.0017stat ± 0.0029sys
0.75 0.0177 ± 0.0025stat ± 0.0030sys
1.05 0.0276 ± 0.0036stat ± 0.0040sys
1.35 0.0276 ± 0.0043stat ± 0.0046sys
1.65 0.0200 ± 0.0042stat ± 0.0044sys
1.95 0.0251 ± 0.0042stat ± 0.0050sys
2.25 0.0215 ± 0.0031stat ± 0.0036sys
2.55 0.0286 ± 0.0026stat ± 0.0046sys
2.85 0.0202 ± 0.0016stat ± 0.0042sys
3.15 0.0117 ± 0.0009stat ± 0.0024sys
Table 10.2: Dierential ross setions as a funtion of the ψ angle determined for the pp→ ppη′
reation measured at Q = 16.4 MeV. Sine,
dσ
dψ
(ψ) = dσ
dψ
(ψ + π), the full range for ψ angle is
assumed from 0 to π.
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Figure 10.9: Distribution of the polar angle of the η′ meson emission in the entre-of-mass system.
The error bars represent statistial and total (statistial + systemati) unertainties.
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Figure 10.10: Dierential ross setion as a funtion of the ψ angle obtained after the last itera-
tion. The error bars represent statistial and total (statistial + systemati) unertainties.
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spp [GeV
2/c4] dσdspp [µb/GeV
2
/
4]
3.5215 1.01 ± 0.11stat ± 0.12sys
3.5245 4.28 ± 0.25stat ± 0.56sys
3.5275 4.06 ± 0.26stat ± 0.59sys
3.5305 3.78 ± 0.26stat ± 0.55sys
3.5335 3.52 ± 0.26stat ± 0.52sys
3.5365 2.74 ± 0.25stat ± 0.46sys
3.5395 1.99 ± 0.23stat ± 0.40sys
3.5425 2.75 ± 0.25stat ± 0.40sys
3.5455 2.23 ± 0.23stat ± 0.37sys
3.5485 2.66 ± 0.25stat ± 0.39sys
3.5515 1.96 ± 0.21stat ± 0.30sys
3.5545 2.18 ± 0.23stat ± 0.34sys
3.5575 1.93 ± 0.22stat ± 0.31sys
3.5605 1.62 ± 0.22stat ± 0.33sys
3.5635 1.76 ± 0.20stat ± 0.26sys
3.5665 1.66 ± 0.19stat ± 0.24sys
3.5695 1.76 ± 0.19stat ± 0.26sys
3.5725 1.39 ± 0.16stat ± 0.22sys
3.5755 1.12 ± 0.14stat ± 0.19sys
3.5785 1.07 ± 0.11stat ± 0.11sys
3.5815 0.72 ± 0.09stat ± 0.09sys
3.5845 0.013 ± 0.004stat ± 0.002sys
Table 10.3: Distribution of the squared invariant mass of the proton-proton system (spp), deter-
mined for the pp→ ppη′ reation measured at Q = 16.4 MeV.
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spη′ [GeV
2/c4] dσdspη′
[µb/GeV2/4]
3.5945 0.14 ± 0.02stat ± 0.02sys
3.5975 0.76 ± 0.06stat ± 0.09sys
3.6005 1.25 ± 0.09stat ± 0.14sys
3.6035 1.32 ± 0.10stat ± 0.17sys
3.6065 1.62 ± 0.12stat ± 0.24sys
3.6095 1.28 ± 0.13stat ± 0.28sys
3.6125 1.69 ± 0.15stat ± 0.33sys
3.6155 1.91 ± 0.16stat ± 0.37sys
3.6185 1.87 ± 0.15stat ± 0.36sys
3.6215 1.94 ± 0.15stat ± 0.38sys
3.6245 2.62 ± 0.18stat ± 0.44sys
3.6275 2.33 ± 0.18stat ± 0.48sys
3.6305 3.37 ± 0.19stat ± 0.51sys
3.6335 4.96 ± 0.22stat ± 0.54sys
3.6365 3.93 ± 0.21stat ± 0.45sys
3.6395 2.21 ± 0.17stat ± 0.40sys
3.6425 2.93 ± 0.16stat ± 0.32sys
3.6455 3.34 ± 0.18stat ± 0.48sys
3.6485 2.96 ± 0.15stat ± 0.38sys
3.6515 2.30 ± 0.13stat ± 0.35sys
3.6545 1.27 ± 0.08stat ± 0.22sys
3.6575 0.22 ± 0.03stat ± 0.04sys
Table 10.4: Distribution of the squared invariant mass of the proton-η′ system (spη′), determined
for the pp→ ppη′ reation measured at Q = 16.4 MeV.
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Figure 10.11: Distributions of the squared proton-proton (spp) and proton-η
′
(spη′ ) invariant
masses, determined experimentally for the pp→ ppη′ reation at the exess energy of Q = 16.4 MeV
(losed squares). The experimental data are ompared to the expetation under the assumption
of a homogeneously populated phase spae whih is presented as solid lines. The integrals of the
phase spae weighted by the proton-proton sattering amplitude - FSIpp are marked as dotted
histograms. The results of the simulations were normalized to the data in amplitude.
In gure 10.11 experimentally determined distributions are ompared to the expeta-
tion under the assumption of a homogeneously populated phase spae, presented in the
gure as solid lines. One an see that, for both distributions the data do not agree with
the alulations. In the same gure the experimental spetra are ompared also to the
integrals of the phase spae weighted by the proton-proton sattering amplitude - FSIpp
whih are depited as dotted histograms. Also the alulations inluding only the FSIpp
do not t to the data satisfatorily. One an see that the omparison depends on the way
of normalization whih will be disussed later.
10.3 Comparison with results for the η meson prodution
The omparison of the distributions of the square of the proton-proton (spp) and proton-
meson (sp−meson) invariant masses between the pp → ppη′ and the pp → ppη reations is
presented in gure 10.12. For the proton-meson system the omparison was performed for
the kineti energy of the proton-meson system (
√
sp−meson − mp − mmeson) and not as a
funtion of sp−meson beause the range of the spη and spη′ are dierent due to the dierent
masses of the η and η′ mesons. But the range of (
√
sp−meson − mp − mmeson) is the same
sine the measurements for the η and η′ prodution were by purpose performed at about
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the same exess energy. The dierential distributions as a funtion of spp are ompared
diretly, beause we ompare the same system at the same energy range.
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Figure 10.12: The omparison of the distributions of the square of the proton-proton invariant
mass (spp) (left panel) and of proton-meson kineti energy (
√
sp−meson − mp − mmeson) (right
panel). The distributions for the pp → ppη′ reation (losed squares) were normalized to the
distributions for the pp→ ppη reation (open squares) with respet to the total ross setion.
In both panels it is seen that the experimental points indiating the pp → ppη mea-
surement (open squares) are in agreement with those from the pp→ ppη′ reation (losed
squares) within the error bars. It is unexpeted that the shapes do not dier, showing the
same enhanement at the same values of the square of the proton-proton (spp) invariant
mass.
The total ross setions as a funtion of exess energy for the pp → ppη and pp → ppη′
reations and the omparison of the ratios of the prodution amplitudes for both reations
and the prodution amplitude for the pp → ppπ0 reation showed that the interation
within the proton-η should have been stronger than the proton-η′ system interation.
Therefore, if indeed the η′-proton interation is muh smaller than the η-proton as inferred
from the exitation funtion, then the spetra presented here rather exlude the hypothesis
that the enhanement (see gures and disussion in setion 2.4) is due to the interation
of the meson and the proton. Moreover, based on those distributions it is not possible to
disentangle between the hypothesis of the admixture of higher partial waves during the η
prodution or the energy dependene of the prodution amplitude.
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10.4 spp and spη′ distributions in view of theoretial preditions
The interation should manifest itself in the regions where partiles possess small relative
veloities as it was mentioned in previous setions.
In gure 10.13 the omparison of the experimentally determined ross setions as a funtion
of the squared invariant mass of the proton-proton system (spp) to theoretial alulations
is presented. One an see the strong deviation of the experimental spetrum from the
phase spae preditions (solid lines), normalized in amplitude. It an be also seen that the
inlusion of the FSIpp [22℄ improves the agreement but still there is a signiant disrep-
any between the data and the alulations
1
. Here, it is also presented that two dierent
possible normalizations of the model alulations do not agree with the shape of the exper-
imental distribution. The left panel shows the t to the lower values of the proton-proton
invariant mass. The right one depits the tting to the high energy region of spp.
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Figure 10.13: Distribution of the square of the proton-proton (spp) invariant mass determined
experimentally for the pp → ppη′ reation (losed squares). The integrals of the phase spae
weighted by a square of the proton-proton on-shell sattering amplitude (dotted lines)-FSIpp have
been normalized arbitrarily to the lower values of spp in the left panel and to the higher values
of spp in the right panel. The expetations under the assumption of a homogeneously populated
phase spae are shown as solid lines.
These dierent normalizations are presented for the invariant mass of the proton-η′
subsystem in gure 10.14.
1
A detailed desription of the proton-proton FSI parameterization based on the proton-proton on-shell
amplitude is presented in appendix B
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Figure 10.14: Distribution of the square of the proton-η′ (spη′) invariant mass determined exper-
imentally for the pp → ppη′ reation (losed squares). The integrals of the phase spae weighted
by a square of the proton-proton on-shell sattering amplitude (dotted lines)-FSIpp normalized
arbitrarily to the lower values of spη′ in the left panel and to the higher values of spη′ in the right
panel. The expetations under the assumption of the homogeneously populated phase spae are
shown as solid lines.
Inspeting gures 10.13 and 10.14, one an onlude that similarly to the ase of the
pp → ppη reation, the proton-proton on-shell interation is not suient to explain the
enhanement seen in both distributions, independent of the applied normalization.
A better desription is obtained when instead of the on-shell proton-proton amplitude
the proton-proton FSI is parameterized by the Jost funtion [1, 78℄.
The experimental distributions of spp and spη′ are ompared to the theoretial model pro-
posed by V. Baru and ollaborators [39℄ in gure 10.15.
The model is based on alulations in whih the overall transition matrix element an
be fatorized into the primary prodution and the proton-proton nal state interation
expressed as the inverse of the Jost funtion derived from the Bonn potential [1, 39, 79℄.
The prodution amplitude is alulated using the one boson exhange model (OBE) and
is nearly onstant in the alulations. One an see that the model normalized to the
total ross setion, hardly t to the experimental data at the range of lower and higher
spp values. On the other hand, the spη′ distribution is rather well reprodued by the model.
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Figure 10.15: (Left) Distribution of the squared proton-proton (spp) invariant mass determined
experimentally for the pp → ppη′ reation at the exess energy Q = 16.4 MeV (losed squares).
(Right) Distribution of the squared proton-η′ (spη′) invariant mass determined experimentally for
the pp→ ppη′ reation at the exess energy of 16.4 MeV (losed squares). The experimental data
are ompared to the alulations under the assumption of the
3P0 →1S0s transition aording to
the model of V. Baru et al., as desribed in text and in [39, 79℄.
A better agreement with the experimental data an be ahieved by the implementation
of ontributions from the higher partial waves in the theoretial alulations. In gure
10.16 the distributions of the squared masses of proton-proton (spp) and proton-η
′
(spη′)
subsystems are ompared to the alulations of K. Nakayama et al. [12℄.
The alulations result from a ombined analysis (based on the eetive Lagrangian ap-
proah) of the prodution of η and η′ mesons in photo- and hadro-indued reations2
[12, 34, 80, 81℄. The authors assumed in the alulations that the
1S0 →3P0s transition
ontributes beside the
3P0 →1S0s transition at the exess energy of 16.4 MeV.
Interestingly, the authors laim that for the pp → ppη′ reation the dominant prodution
mehanism for the NN → NNη′ reation is due to the exitation of the intermediate
S11 resonane [34℄. Figure 10.16 shows that both distributions are well reprodued by the
theoretial alulations.
2
The general overview of the alulations proposed by K. Nakayama and group is disussed in ap-
pendix C.
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Figure 10.16: (Left) Distribution of the squared proton-proton (spp) invariant mass determined
experimentally for the pp → ppη′ reation at the exess energy Q = 16.4 MeV (losed squares).
(Right) Distribution of the squared proton-η′ (spη′) invariant mass determined experimentally for
the pp → ppη′ reation at the exess energy of 16.4 MeV (losed squares). The experimental
distributions are ompared to the alulations based on the assumption that S and P partial waves
an ontribute as it is desribed by K. Nakayama et al. in [12, 34, 80, 81℄.
On the other hand, as proposed by A. Delo, one an explain the enhanement seen in
the distributions by an energy dependent prodution amplitude, whih in the alulations
of V. Baru et al. [39, 79℄ and of K. Nakayama et al. [12, 34, 80, 81℄ was onstant.
In gure 10.17 the experimentally determined spetra of the squared proton-proton in-
variant mass (spp) and proton-η
′
(spη′) system is presented and ompared to alulations
by A. Delo [13, 82℄. The alulations are based on the assumption that the prodution
amplitude hanges linearly with energy
3
. The alulations based on the standard on-shell
approximation were modied allowing the linear energy dependene of the
3P0 →1 S0s
partial wave amplitude. Other partial wave transitions were negleted in the model.
3
The phenomenologial model of the dierential ross setion parameterization assuming the linear
energy dependene of the prodution amplitude is presented in general in appendix D.
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Figure 10.17: (Left) Distribution of the squared proton-proton (spp) invariant mass determined
experimentally for the pp → ppη′ reation at the exess energy Q = 16.4 MeV (losed squares).
(Right) Distribution of the squared proton-η′ (spη′) invariant mass determined experimentally for
the pp→ ppη′ reation at the exess energy of 16.4 MeV (losed squares). The experimental data
are ompared to the alulations performed assuming a linear energy dependene of the prodution
amplitude as proposed by A. Delo [13,82℄.
In onlusion to this hapter one has to stress that from the above presented onsidera-
tions, the determined invariant mass distributions (spp and spη′) strongly deviate from the
preditions based on the homogeneous population of events over the phase spae. Also,
the parameterization of the proton-proton on-shell interation is not suient to explain
the enhanement seen in the determined distributions.
Furthermore, one an see that both alulations assuming a signiant ontribution of
P-wave in the nal state (K. Nakayama), or the model assuming a linear energy dependene
of the prodution amplitude by A. Delo, reprodue the data within the error bars quite
well. Therefore, on the basis of the presented invariant mass distributions, it is impossible
to disentangle whih of the disussed models is more appropriate.
On the other hand, it is learly seen that the alulations assuming only
3P0 →1 S0s
transition, independent of the energy, underestimate the experimental data at the higher
values and overestimate them at the lower values of spp as it is presented in gure 10.15.
Moreover, independently from the theoretial alulations, one an onlude from the
omparison of spp and
√
sp−meson presented in gure 10.12 that the observed enhanement
is not aused by a proton-meson interation, sine the strength of proton-η and proton-η′
interation is dierent but the enhanement in both ases is the same.
11. Summary
Dierential distributions of the squared proton-proton (spp) and proton-η
′
(spη′) invariant
masses, as well as angular distributions for the pp→ ppη′ reation have been evaluated at
an exess energy of Q = 16.4 MeV. The data were measured by the COSY-11 ollaboration
at the aelerator COSY.
The theoretial framework aiming to explain the unexpeted enhanement observed in
the invariant mass distributions determined for the pp→ ppη reation was presented and it
was tried to verify one of the three hallenging theories desribing the observed behaviour
by:
 a signiant role of proton-η interation in the nal state,
 an admixture of higher partial waves in the produed
proton-proton-meson system,
 an energy dependene of the prodution amplitude.
On a basis of only pp→ ppη data, it was impossible to judge whih model ould desribe
the eets. Therefore, in order to verify those hypotheses by a omparison of the invariant
mass spetra for the prodution of two dierent mesons, the analysis of the pp → ppη′
reation, presented in detail in this thesis, was performed.
The reation was measured using the COSY-11 detetor setup designed espeially for lose
to threshold measurements. The experiment was performed at a beam momentum of
PB = 3.260 GeV/, whih orresponds to an exess energy of Q = 16.4 MeV.
A short desription of the synhrotron COSY together with a loser look at the detetors
of the COSY-11 apparatus used for the measurement was presented and its alibration and
adjustment was desribed at length.
In the analysed experiment two harged partiles were registered. Their identiation as
protons was based on the independent evaluation of their veloities and momenta. The
deay produts of the η′ meson were not measured, therefore the number of pp → ppη′
events was determined using the missing mass tehnique.
For the rst time ever high statistis invariant mass spp and spη′ spetra and angular
distributions, determined in the lose to kinematial threshold region for the pp → ppη′
reation were presented. The distributions were orreted for the geometrial aeptane
of the COSY-11 apparatus and were determined free from the bakground of the multi-
pion prodution. Besides the dierential distributions also the total ross setion for the
pp→ ppη′ reation has been established, determined at an exess energy of Q = 16.4 MeV
to be: σ = (139 ± 3 ± 12) nb.
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The evaluated invariant mass distributions were similar to those determined for
the η meson prodution. This result together with the shape of the exitation
funtions for the pp→ ppη and pp→ ppη′ reations, exludes the hypothesis pos-
tulating that the observed enhanement is aused by the interation between
proton and meson.
Furthermore, the determined spp and spη′ dierential distributions do not allow to judge
between the proposed theoretial models. Both, the hypothesis that an admixture
of higher partial waves in the produed proton-proton-meson system and the
proposal that an energy dependene of the prodution amplitude leads to the
observed shape of the spp and spη′ distributions are onsistent with the data at
the ahieved level of auray.
The results presented in this thesis may be useful for the veriation of other reently
published theoretial models applied for the proton-proton-meson interation, for example
the alulations proposed by S. Cei et al. in [83, 84℄.
In order to disentangle the possible explanations for the observed dierential distribu-
tions more experimental data are required. The data base ould be extended by studying
the exess energy dependene of the shape of the spp and spη′ distributions, as it was done
for the pp→ ppη reation. Suh studies would allow for a diret omparison of the dier-
ential distributions behaviour for the η′ prodution with already determined quantities for
the pp→ ppη reation, in a similar manner as desribed in this thesis.
A more sensitive test, whether higher partial waves are indeed important for the stud-
ied reations, ould be gained from polarization observables. Therefore, measurement of
analysing powers and spin orrelation oeients would be desirable for a better under-
standing of the dynamis and interation in the ppη and ppη′ systems.
A. Pseudosalar mesons
Mesons are bound states built from a quark q and an antiquark q¯′ aording to the Quantum
Chromodynamis, abbreviated as QCD. The quarks q and q¯′ an be of the same or a
dierent avour. Sine quarks possess the spin 1/2, they an build a singlet state with the
total spin J = 0 or triplet states with the total spin J = 1.
A positive parity is assigned to the quarks whereas a negative parity is assigned to the
antiquarks. Using that onvention for the bound state of qq¯′ and denoting by L the orbital
angular momentum of the system, the parity of the meson built out of the quark pairs is
P = (−1)L+1.
From the three lighter quarks u, d and s nine possible qq¯′ ombinations an be built.
This allows to built a meson nonet aording to the SU(3) frame inluding the otet and
the singlet state:
3⊗ 3¯ = 8⊕ 1. (A.1)
The assumption that these qq¯′ systems are the ground state ombinations of the quark-
antiquark pairs with the angular momentum L = 0 implies, that the parity P of the on-
struted mesons should be equal to P = −1. With that onditions (L = 0 and P = −1)
mesons with the internal spin J = 1 are alled vetor mesons, whereas mesons with the
internal spin J = 0 are alled pseudosalar mesons.
The ground states of the pseudosalar meson nonet is presented in gure A.1.
Figure A.1: The ground states of the pseudosalar mesons (JP = 0−). The strangeness S of the
mesons is plotted versus the third omponent of the isospin I3.
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The quark struture and masses of the ground states of the pseudosalar mesons are
listed in table A.1.
Pseudosalar meson Quark struture Mass [ MeV ℄
π0 1/
√
2(uu¯− dd¯) 134.98
π+ ud¯ 139.57
π− du¯ 139.57
K+ us¯ 493.68
K− u¯s 493.68
K0 ds¯ 497.61
K¯0 d¯s 497.61
η A(dd¯ + uu¯) +B(ss¯) 547.85
η′ a(dd¯+ uu¯) + b(ss¯) 957.66
Table A.1: List of the pseudosalar mesons as the quark-antiquark ombinations. Meson masses
are taken from referene [5℄.
B. Parameterization of the proton-proton Final State
Interation
The total transition amplitude for the pp → ppX proess an be written (in the Watson-
Migdaª approximation [85℄) as [86℄:
|Mpp→ppX|2 = |M0|2 · |MFSI |2 · ISI, (B.1)
where M0 denotes the total prodution amplitude, MFSI refers to the elasti interation
among partiles in the exit hannel, and ISI stands for the redution fator in the initial
hannel of the olliding protons.
The element |MFSI | is predominantly due to the pp-FSI (Mpp→pp), whih an be alulated
as [87℄:
Mpp→pp =
eδpp(
1S0) · sinδpp(1S0)
C · k , (B.2)
where C2 = 2piηc
e2piηc−1
is the Coulomb penetration fator [88℄, ηc is the relativisti Coulomb
parameter.
The phase shift δpp(
1S0) is alulated using the Cini-Fubini-Stanghellini formula with the
Wong-Noyes Coulomb orretion [18, 19, 89℄:
C2 p ctgδpp + 2p ηc h(ηc) = − 1
app
+
bpp p
2
2
− Ppp p
4
1 +Qpp p2
, (B.3)
where h(ηc) = −ln(ηc)− 0.57721 + η2c
∑∞
n=1
1
n(n2+η2c )
[90℄,
app = − 7.83 fm,
and bpp = 2.8 fm stand for sattering length and eetive range, respetively [19℄.
The parameters Ppp = 0.73 fm
3
, and Qpp = 3.35 fm
2
are related to the shape of nulear
potential derived from one-pion-exhange model [19℄.
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C. Formalism of a ombined analysis of photo- and
hadro-prodution of the η
′
meson
Investigations of the η and η′ meson prodution are performed for the following reation
hannels:
γ +N → N +M,
π +N → N +M,
N +N → N +N +M, (C.1)
based on a relativisti meson-exhange approah, where M = η, η′.
Aording to the model desribed in [91, 92℄ the transition amplitude M [91℄
for the pp→ ppη′ reation is given by:
M = (1 + TfGf )J(1 + TiGi), (C.2)
where Ti,f denotes the NN T -matrix interation in the initial (i) or nal (f ) state,
and Gi,f is the orresponding two-nuleon propagator [91℄.
J sums all basi η′ prodution mehanisms depited in gure C.1.
J
q
p1
p2
=
p’1
p’2
q
p1
p2
+
p’1
p’2
q
p1
p2
p’1
p’2
s
N
M M
N
u
+
q
p1
p2
+
p’1
p’2
q
p1
p2
p’1
p’2
s
R M M R
u
+ q
p1
p2
p’1
p’2
t
t
ñ,ù
ñ,ù
Figure C.1: Basi prodution mehanisms for the pp→ ppη′ reation. Time proeeds from right
to left for eah individual graph. N and R denote the intermediate nuleons and resonanes,
respetively. M stands for all possible exhanges of mesons as: π, η, ρ, ω, σ and a0 for the nuleon
graphs (the rst two graphs of the sum in gure C.1) and π, ρ and ω for resonane graphs (the
third and the fourth graphs of the sum in gure C.1 ).
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The free parameters of the model  i.e. resonane parameters and the NNM oupling
onstant  are xed to reprodue the available data for photo- and hadron-indued rea-
tions listed in equation C.1.
D. Linear energy dependene of the prodution amplitude
The following onsiderations and notation are adopted from referene [13℄.
The ross setion for the pp→ ppη′ reation an be expressed in the following manner:
dσ
dLips
= |C(k)|2[a+ b P2(pˆ · qˆ)] + C0 (η)[d ReC(k) + e ImC(k)]P2(pˆ · kˆ) (D.1)
where in the standard notation dLips stands for the invariant three body phase spae ele-
ment, p denotes the initial momentum of the proton, k stands for the relative momentum of
the two protons in the exit hannel, and q orresponds to the relative momentum between
meson and proton-proton pair in the nal state. C(k) and C0(η) denote enhanement
fator and Coulomb penetration fator, respetively.
The a parameter denotes the modulus of the sole squared prodution amplitude whih
survives at threshold and is assoiated with the
3P0 →1S0s transition. The parameter b
stands for the interferene term between the latter amplitude and the
3P0 →2S0d ampli-
tude. Parameters d and e orrespond to the interferene with a 3P2 →1D2s amplitude.
The whole set of parameters depend on the nal state momenta.
Looking at the threshold behaviour, one an see that the a parameter turns to be
onstant, the b parameter is proportional to q2 and either d or e are of the order of k2.
In suh a situation the a parameter has to be expanded to the same order by setting:
a = a0 + a1q
2
where a0 and a1 are two unknown parameters. The a0 parameter an be
absorbed in the normalization proess and the ultimate expression for the ross setion
reads as:
dσ
dLips
∝ |C(k)|2
(
1+
q2
q2max
[x+ y P2(pˆ · qˆ)]
)
+
k2
k2max
C0(η)
[
zr ReC(k)+ zi ImC(k)
]
P2(pˆ · kˆ)
(D.2)
where x, y, zr and zi are the dimensionless parameters to be determined. The x parameter
stands for the orretion of the order of q2 to the dominant transition and the y, zr and zi
parameters are the measure of the D-waves admixture.
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